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Nowhere Else
Nirgendwo sonst

review

This is a novel about how a journey to Burma at a critical stage in his

life helps a young man to come to terms with his recent past and

opens up the future. When we first meet him, this unnamed narrator

is searching Mandalay for Sine, a Danish girl he recently met and fell

in love with but whom he has lost after a quarrel.

To complicate matters, the narrator also has a girlfriend back in

Berlin, a theatre director who grew up in the old GDR and made a

daring escape in her teens into West Berlin. She too has travelled in

Burma and must, thinks the narrator, have felt a particular affinity for

the country, divided as it is between the prettified areas that tourists

are allowed to see and those in the brutal grip of the military, a

situation not dissimilar in feel to that in the old GDR. In a mountain

village in Burma she had met opponents of the military regime and

taken photographs home to show to the narrator. But shortly after her

return a fire in their Berlin flat and a jump from a third-floor window

have left her in a coma from which she is not expected to recover.

The young man’s journey to Burma has the ostensible aim of giving

the developed photographs to the people of the village concerned. Its

deeper purpose, however, is for the narrator to come to terms with his

situation, an attempt to find what is called ‘closure’. In an ill-fated and

confused moment, in front of Sine, he assumes his Berlin

companion’s experience, pretending that it was he and not she who

made the dangerous escape to the West. The final break-up of their

relationship, however, is a later event, when she glances inside his
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passport and discovers his place of birth: Cologne, thus very much

the West.

It comes as no surprise to discover from the acknowledgements that

Neudecker has herself travelled in Burma and shares with her

characters a deep concern about the political situation of that country.

The result is not just a gripping and absorbing tale, and a very

pleasurable read, but a book that will stay in the reader’s mind during

what look like being troubled times for Burma still ahead.

press quotes

‘These stories are a wonderful discovery. Places, both

foreign and familiar, appear in a new light. Christiane

Neudecker’s language is contemporary, straightforward

and beautiful.’– Author Gregor Hens on In der Stille ein

Klang
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1997 the firm was voted Publishing House of the Year by the German

trade journal Buchmarkt. Luchterhand is now part of the Random

House Group. Authors include Christa Wolf, Ernst Jandl, Pablo
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